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1. INTR~DUC~~N 
This study of the effect of variable change on differential operators was 
motivated by recent papers of Tipler [ 131 and Hinton and Lewis [37] which 
appeared in the same issue of the Journal of D@‘erential Equations. 
Tipler gave a geometric proof [ 13, p. 1671 of the following result of 
Hawking and Penrose (see [29, 301). Let F(t) be a real valued continuous, 
nonnegative, function on (-W, co) such that F(b) > 0 for some point b. 
Then there exists a pair of conjugate points on (-co, co) for the differential 
equation 
d2x/dtZ + F(t) x = 0; (1.1) 
i.e., there exist distinct points c and d in (-co, co) such that there exists a 
nontrivial solution x with zeros at c and d. That theorem is surprising in the 
light of the example of (1.1) on (0, co) with F(t) = 1/(4t*) which is discon- 
jugate on (0, co); i.e., no conjugate pairs exist. Hence, the Penrose-Hawking 
theorem is not “interval invariant” in the sense that reinterpretation of the 
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hypotheses on an arbitrary interval (a, b) does not preserve the theorem. An 
interval invariant statement of the Hawking-Penrose theorem is given in 
Section 3 (as a corollary to the above result). The role of weight functions in 
oscillation tests is closely related to variable change. In particular, the 
weighted tests can be corollaries to the unweighted tests. See [28, p. 330; 8 1, 
pp. 305, 3061 for related comments. 
Hinton and Lewis [37] developed oscillation and nonoscillation criteria 
for differential equations having a singularity at 0. Those results were 
analogous to results developed previously for differential equations having a 
singularity at co. Their motivation was the intimate connection [21] of 
nonoscillation (n-n disconjugacy) with the character of the spectrum of 
operators generated by the differential operator 
L(y) = 2 (-1)“’ (PnJi))? 
i=O 
(1.2) 
Their results in the case of n = 1 were obtained by a change of variable. For 
example, if in 
dZy/dx2 + q(x) y = 0, O<x<l, (1.3) 
we set (see [ 13, p. 481) 
z(t) = fY(X), t = l/x, (I-4) 
then 
d2z/dt2 + Q(t) z = 0, l<t<co, (1.5) 
where Q(t) = (q(l/t))/t4. Application of known oscillation criteria at co to 
Eq. (1.5) yields oscillation criteria at 0 for (1.3). 
The analogue of the transformation (1.4) for higher order differential 
operators is less obvious. For example, usage of (1.4) on fourth order 
equations 
d4y/dx4 + q(x) y = 0, O<x<l, (1.6) 
produces a fourth order linear differential equation in z with “middle term.” 
Hinton and Lewis avoided those complications by using variational methods 
(quadratic functionals) to obtain oscillation and nonoscillation criteria at 0 
in the higher order cases. The present paper pursues the variable change 
method in order that criteria at a finite singularity, say 0, may be interpreted 
from known criteria at co. Replacement of (1.4) by 
z(t) = t3vtx), t = l/x, (1.7) 
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converts (1.6) into the two term equation 
dz/dt4 + t- *q( l/t) z = 0, l<t<aL (l-8) 
This result and its generalization to certain two term even order equations 
are consequences of Lemma 2.1 below. Professor Uri Elias brought Ref. [ 22, 
p. 341 to our attention, where a more general result was established for linear 
fractional (Mobius) transformations in the complex plane. For the traditional 
role of Mobius transformations of differential equations in the complex 
plane, see [9, p. 2511. 
The transformations (1.4) and (1.7) are of the Kummer-Liouville form 
[43, p. 2; 52, pp. 16, 22, 231 
Y(X) = P(X) 4th t = f(x), (1.9) 
with p(x) and f’(x) nonzero throughout some x interval X. If the functions f 
allowed in (1.9) are required to map X back onto X, then the class of all 
transformations of the form (1.9) form a group under composition of 
transformations [77, p. 151. Wilczynski also points out that such transfor- 
mations preserve the form and order of linear nth order equations with the 
new coefficients expressible in terms of the coefficients of the original 
equation, p, f of (1.9) and their derivatives. He uses such transformations to 
define “equivalence” of differential equations, i.e., if one may be obtained 
from the other by such a transformation. Theorem 2.1 below establishes, in 
part, that (1.9) also preserves formal self-adjointness. Wilczynski asserts that 
the most general transformation in the plane which carries a linear nth order 
equation back into one of the same form and order is that of (1.9). However, 
an nth order differential equation is actually in n + 1 dimensional space. If 
one allows transformations of X X R”, then there exist transformations back 
into equations of the same form and order which are not of the form (1.9). In 
particular, the transformation z = y’/r takes 
(Y’M’ + PY = 0, r > 0, p > 0, on X 
into the “reciprocal” equation [6, 71 
(z'/p)' + rz = 0. 
The condition f’(x) # 0 for (1.9) has the following interpretation for 
several independent variables. In the setting of change of independent 
variables for partial differential equations, the d’Alembert transformation of 
the wave equation [ 12, p. 5001 has nonzero Jacobian. 
The choice of t = l/x in (1.4) and (1.7) is a restriction of the complex 
inversion w  = l/z. The Mobius transformations can be regarded as 
compositions of inversions, linear transformation w  = az, and translations 
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w = z + b. Of these, the inversion causes the most difficulty in differentiation 
of (1.9). The (real case) transformation x = --f (time reversal) gives left-right 
duality once results have been established for one endpoint of an arbitrary 
interval (a, b), -ao <a < b < co. The duality assumed by Leighton in [46, 
p. 571 is of this type. Leighton asserts that the dual statement at co will 
follow from the statement at 0 “if we employ the transformation x = l/t.” 
That statement is left unsubstantiated and is suspect in light of the result of 
application of the Kummer-Liouville transformation (1.9) to second order 
self-adjoint equations ([ 13, p. 481, or see Example 2.1 below) when one uses 
x = l/t. Indeed, in order to make such a transformation, one must specify the 
appropriate lu in (1.9). 
The question of how to pick the appropriate transformation (1.9) for a 
desired objective is approached by the methods of the calculus of variations. 
In particular, the transformation (1.9) of self-adjoint equations is shown in 
Section 7 to be intimately related to the Legendre-Clebsch transformation of 
the calculus of variations. However, the matrix transformations of Section 6, 
and the proof of Theorem 2.1 given there, do not assume knowledge of 
variational theory. Theorem 2.3 presents several cases where specific one 
term operators (ry (‘) ) 01) transform to multiples of one term operators. Case 
(iii) of that theorem corresponds to the case where ]det H] = 1, for H the 
matrix of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Section 6. In that case the entries of 
H-’ do not involve quotients of the entries of H. The matrix formulation 
shows that the change of independent variable has no role in preservation of 
self-adjointness, despite the computational dfficulties it causes in the differen- 
tiations of (1.9) (see Eqs. (2.3)). 
The special matrix transformations F of Lemma 6.1, condition (i), have 
been called canonical [72, p. 81 and X-unitary [5, pp. 86, 253, 477, 4881. 
Frequent occurrences of such transformations have been generated by matrix 
solutions (H, K) of the canonical (Jacobi) equations (choose M = 0). See, for 
example 165-68, 701. Solutions which satisfy the condition H*K = K*H 
have been called se&onjugate, self-conjoined, prepared and isotropic. If, in 
addition H is nonsingular, then (H, K) has been called a coqjoined basis. The 
special case of F of (6.11) having the form Y, namely, H = N = 0, A4 = --I, 
K = 1, is Y-unitary and generates the reciprocal system [2, 631. 
Sections 4 and 5 apply the results of Section 2 to questions in spectral and 
asymptotic theories. The role of variable change in stability of solutions of 
linear autonomous systems with eigenvalues as invariants of the coefficient 
matrix under similarity transformations was investigated by Lyapunov (see 
[ 20, pp. 113-121 I). Change of variable has been employed in [ 19, p. 16; 40;, 
41; 44, p. 4471. 
The log substitution employed in Lemma 2.2 was suggested to us by 
Professor Philip Hartman. This allowed a simpler proof of part (ii) of 
Theorem 2.3 than our first method of proof by induction on n in condition 
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(ii). The authors wish to thank Professor Hartman for his helpful comments 
and for pointing out several references. 
2. TRANSFORMATIONS OF SCALAR EQUATIONS 
Consider a linear differential operator 
UYI = %(4Y’k’ + a,-,(x)y’k-” + **a + a&)y (2.1) 
for x is an interval X. The Kummer-Liouville transformation is the change 
from variables (x, v) to variables (t, z) given by 
Y(X) =Je) Z(f), t=f(x), XEX, wfJ 
where ,u and f are sufficiently differentiable on X with ,u(x) and f ‘(x) never 
zero on X. Let us denotef’(x) by 
y(x) = f’(x) = dt/a!x, x E x. (2.2,) 
Multiply the respective equations of the array 
Y(X) = i4x> WY 
Y’(X) = P’(X) z(t) + P(X) 24x1 z’(O9 
(2.3) 
p’(X) =/P’(x) z(t) + ’ * * + p(x) &x) Z(yt) 
by a,,..., uk and add columns to obtain the identity 
LblW = L[Pl(X) z(t) + *** + %(-4AX) rw zw. (2.4) 
In general, the “middle” terms are very involved and are to be avoided if 
possible. 
Liouville [52, pp. 16, 22, 231 considered second order linear differential 
equations of the self-adjoint form which arose as eigenvalue problems in the 
theory of heat. A very convenient form of his result is the following 
statement due to Weinstock [76, Sect. 8-21, Coppel [ 13, pp. 48,491, Macki 
[53, p. 2691, and Komkov [42]. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Under the substitution (2.2) 
UYl = (P(X) Y’)’ + dX)Y (2.5) 
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becomes 
I[ Yl = (Y/P) d/ww2Y dz/dO + %I z. 
If 1, [z] is defined by 
(2.6) 
l,[z] = d/dt(P(t) dz/dt) + Q(r) z, (2.7) 
where P(t) = p(x) ,u’(x) y(x) and Q(t) = @(x)/y(x)) @l(x), then we have the 
identity 
4Yl = (Y/P> 4lIzl. (2.8) 
Coppel remarks that the result is easily verified (as it is), but gives no 
motivation for the form of the above P. Comparison with Eq. (2.4) gives 
some motivation but offers little hope of generalization to (formally) self- 
adjoint differential operators of order 2n. In order to motivate Example 2.1 
and the generalizations given in the remainder of this section, consider the 
differential operator 
z[ Y] = i$o (Pi(x) Y(i)(x)>(i)l (2.9) 
where pi is of class C’ on an x interval X. The differential equation I[ y] = 0 
is the Euler-Lagrange equation (also the Jacobi equation) for the quadratic 
functional [4, pp. 104-1081 
J[ql =j: i$o (-l)“-i pi(@))2 dx, (2.10) 
where q satisfies r,@(a) = 0 = r’“(b), i = O,..., n - 1. In order to see the effect 
of transforming I[ y] under (2.2), the key idea is to transform J(q] by a 
variable change 
rl(x) = P(X) 44, 
into a quadratic functional 
t = f(x), f’(x) = Y(X), (2.11) 
J,,[a] = j; l-f& (-l)“+ Pi(oci))’ dt, (2.12) 
where the P, are functions of f, c =f(a), and d =f(b). We will not carry out 
these transformations, which require numerous integrations by parts. (The 
matrix formulation of Section 7 requires only one integration by parts.) 
However, it is evident that P, and P, have the forms 
P,(t) = P2(X> Y2”- ‘m%(X)~ 
pow = cPWlY(X)) @l(x)- 
(2.13) 
4OY’Rl ‘I I6 
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Comparison with (2.4) suggests that (2.8) might hold for 1 of (2.9) if C[z] 
of the Euler-Lagrange equation l,[z] = 0 for J,[a] is defined by 
n 
l,[z] = i& (P,(c) zyi). (2.14) 
Such transformations of quadratic functionals have been studied in the 
Calculus of Variations at least as far back as Legendre in 1786 for n = 1 and 
y(x) = 1 (see Bolza [ 11, p. 461). For higher dimensions, but for y still 
restricted to 1, these transformations were developed by Clebsch (see Reid 
[69, p. 3981). Transformations of the quadratic functionals which arise as the 
second variation in the calculus of variations are useful in “expansion 
method” proofs of sufficiency theorems. The present even order scalar 
problems may be treated as a special case of more general systems of 
differential equations of the form of the Jacobi equations in canonical form 
(or as the equations of variation for a Hamilton-Jacobi system). We shall 
provide a proof of the following Theorem 2.1 by a systems formulation in 
Section 6. However, the starting point in this study was that of the nonlinear 
methods of quadratic functionals. This experience is similar to that of Hille 
[3 1, p. 2361, where he observed that “here is a linear problem which, 
apparently, is best studied by nonlinear methods.” The importance of the 
study of calculus of variations is not primarily the theorems, but the methods 
of nonlinear analysis developed there, together with their interface with linear 
problems. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose X is a subinterval of the real line, ,a(~), f (x) are 
of class C*“(X) with p(x) # 0 and y(x) =f’(x) # 0 for all x in X. Let 
p,(x) E C’(X), i = O,..., n; define I[ y] on C2n(X) by relation (2.9); and set 
T = f (X). Then there exist functions Pi(t) E C”‘(T), i = O,..., n, with P, and 
P, given by (2.13), such that the operator l,[z] defined on C*“(T) by (2.14) 
has the property 
~[YIW = (y(x)/~(x))(l,[zl(t)) (2.15) 
for y in C*“(X) and z in C2n(T) related by (2.2). 
Note that none of the p,(x) are required to satisfy sign conditions. 
Formally self-adjoint differential equations I[ y] = 0 are mapped into 
equations l,[z] = 0 which are of the same order and form. Furthermore, for y 
and z related by (2.2), y is a solution of I[ y] = 0 on X if and only if z is a 
solution of l,,[z] = 0 on T. 
Suppose y and z are elated by (2.2), x0 is in X, and t, is f (x,,). Then y has 
a zero of order k at x0 if and only if z has a zero of order k at t,. (The lower 
triangular array (2.3) has nonzero diagonal entries.) Consequently, the word 
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“disconjugate” in the following corollary can have either the meaning of 
absence of conjugate points in the sense of calculus of variations (i.e., c and 
d are conjugate if there exists a nontrivial solution y with nth order zeros at c 
and d) or disconjugate in the sense of Nehari (i.e., no nontrivial solution has 
more than 2n - 1 zeros with zeros counted according to multiplicity). 
COROLLARY 1. The dt@srential equation I[ y] = 0 is disconjugate on a 
subinterval X, of X if and only if l,[z] = 0 is disconjugate on 
To = f(X,) c T = f(X). 
COROLLARY 2. For [a, b] c X and w(x) a positive continuous function 
on [a, b], then I is an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem 
I[ Yl = AWY, y")(a) = 0 = y")(b), (2.16) 
i = O,..., n - 1, if and only tfA is an eigenvalue of 
{sgn Y(X)} l,[zl = AWz, Z(~)(C) = 0 = zcn(d), (2.17) 
i = 0 ,..., n - 1, where c = f (a), d = f (b) and 
w> = w(x) P’W ?@)I~ t =f(x). (2.18) 
In particular, tf y is an eigenfunction corresponding to A for (2.16) and z is 
defined by (2.2), then z is an eigenfunction corresponding to A for (2.17). 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose h(x) is a continuous function on X. Zf y and z 
are related by (2.2), then y is a solution of 
Z[y]=h on X (2.19) 
tf and only tf z is a solution of 
l,[z] = H on T, (2.20) 
where 
W = (Vv)lW), t =f(x). (2.21) 




dx=ld (l/lu3.%&1 dt, (2.22) 
c 
for c = f(a), d = f (b), where 
Z(t) = #4x), z’(x) = z(t), m> = Y(X), t = f(x). 
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COROLLARY 5. For [a, b] c X and y, z related by (2.2) and y”‘(a) = 0 = 
y”)(b), i = 0 ,..., n - 1, we have 
4~1 = W”lb~r[yl dx 
a 
(2.23) 
= (-l)“(dzl,[z] dt=JO[z], 
c 
where c =f(u), d =f(b) and J, J, are defined by (2.10), (2.12), respectiuely. 
The following theorem illustrates how results can be obtained for two term 
operators as modifications of one term operators which transform to 
multiples of one term operators. In addition, condition (i) gives a necessary 
condition for one term operators to transform to one term operators. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that n, r(x), ,u(x), and f (x), on X are such that 
under the transformation (2.2), the one term operators 
and $(rO(t)F) 
are related by 
where 
(ry(n))cn) = (y/,u)(r,z’“‘)‘“‘, (2.24) 
r,(t) = (+&‘“-‘r)(x), t = j-(x). (2.25) 
Then 
(0 (rp(“))(“) = (I on X, (2.26) 
(ii) for p E C(X), the operator I, of relation (2.15) corresponding to 
I[ y] = (ry(“Y + py (2.27) 
under transformation (2.2) is given by 
l,[z] = (roz(“))(“) +poz, (2.28) 
where 
Pa(t) = VP/Y)(x). (2.29) 
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THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that X is a subinterval of the positive reals and 
t = l/x. Then we have the following identities, which are cases where one 
term operators transform to one term operators. 
(i) Zf y(x) = xk- ‘z(t), then 
&y(x),=(-1)*t’+‘$, k = 1, 2,... . 
(ii) I f  u is a real constant and y(x) = ~‘~-‘-~zZ(t), then 
d” d*y 
- x0--@ =t [ 1 2n+1-0 dx” 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
(iii) If y(x) = A?-’ z(t) and J(t) = o(x), then 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Several methods of proof will be given after Examples 2.2 through 2.7. 
Suppose X is a subinterval of (0, co) and t = l/x determines T in 
Examples 2.2 through 2.6. Example 2.7 is for X a subinterval of (-co, 00) 
and p, f is full generality. 
EXAMPLE 2.2 (Odd order nonself-aq’joint). For p(x) E C(x), y, z related 
by y(x) = xk-‘z(t), t = l/x, with k odd, y is a solution of 
l[ y] = dky/dxk + p(x) y = 0 on X 
if and only if z is a solution of 
1, [z] = dkz/dtk - t-‘“p( l/t) z = 0 on T. 
Examples 2.3 through 2.6 are consequences of the application of 
Theorem 2.2 to the identities of Theorem 2.3. 
EXAMPLE 2.3 (Even order with r = 1). Suppose p(x) E C(X), y, z are 
related by y(x) = x2”-’ z(t) and t = l/x. Then y is a solution of 
l[ y] = d2”y/dx2” + p(x) y = 0 on X 
if and only if z is a solution of 
l,[z] = dznz/dt2* + t-4”p(l/t) z = 0 on T. 
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EXAMPLE 2.4 (r a power of x), Suppose u is a real constant, 
p(x) E C(X) and y, z are related by y(x) = x2”-‘-“z(t), t = l/x. Then y is a 
solution of 
fbl=$ [ I 
x0$ +p(x)y=O on X 
if and only if z is a solution of 
l,[z] =g tug I 1 + t- ““+*Op(l/t)z = 0 
on T. 
The next two examples illustrate the role of two types of modifications of 
Euler-type equations. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Suppose that c, ,..., c, and u are arbitrary constants, 
p E C(X) and y, z are related by y(x) =~*~-‘-~z(t), x = l/t. Then y is a 
solution of 
I[ y] = i c,(X-*n+*iy(‘)(X))(‘b +p(x) y = 0 
i=l 
on X ty and only if z is a solution of 
l,[z] = i ci(t~-*n+*iZ(i)(t))(i) + t-““‘2”p(l/t)z = 0 
i=l 
on T. 
Proof: Suppose oi=u- 2n + 2i. Then (x y ) -t 01 (i) (0 _ *i+ 1 -uj(tufzW)W 
under y(x) = x2’-‘-“‘z(t) = ~*“-~-~z(t) by Theorem 2.3(ii). 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Suppose that )(x) is n times dtrerentiable on X, 
p(x) E C(X) and y, z are related by y(x) = x”-lz(t), t = l/x. Then y is a 
solution of 
I[ y] = (xnq4(x) y(“y + p(x) y = 0 on X 
if and only if z is a solution of 
l,[z] = (t”$J(t) Z(n))(“) + tPy(t) z = 0 
on T, where T(t) = 4(x), p(t) = p(x), t = l/x. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7 (General fourth order se@a@oint). Suppose that r, p, and 
q are of classes C”, c’ and C on X, respectively. (Assume no sign conditions 
on r, p, q.) Let 
l[ ~1 = try”)” + (PY’)’ + qy, y E C”(X). 
Then I,, of Theorem 2.1 under transformation (2.2) is given by 
l,(z] = (Rz”)” + (Pz’)’ + Qz 
on T =f(X), where 
R W = tvW)tx)~ QW = (WY) GIN), 
and 
with t = f (x). 
Justification of Example 2.7 will be given after the proof of Theorem 2.1 
in Section 6 as an illustration of the constructive nature of that proof. Note 
that the choice of ,LI = 1 gives a criterion for removal of the middle term [8, 
p. 480; 47, Sect. 121, i.e., in case (rv’)’ +pv = 0 has a positive solution set 
y = v to obtain P = 0. 
We now establish Theorem 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that X is a subinterval of (0, co) and t = l/x maps 
X onto T. If k is a positive integer, then for every /l(t) E Ck(T) we have the 
identity 
-g (xk-‘/?(t)) = (-1)k tk+’ $ (P(t)), 
for x E X, t E T related by t = l/x. 
Start induction at k = 1 and make the induction step from k to k + 1 as 
follows. Suppose P(t) E C” + ‘(7). Then 
gl txklw> =g (--& txkm) 
= k -$ (x”- ‘P(t)) - -$ (xk- ‘s(t)), 
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where ,8(t) and s(t) E t&t) are of class Ck(7’). The proof is completed by use 
of the induction hypothesis on each term followed by the application of 
Leibnitz’ rule to (&/&)(t&t)). 
The choice of P(t) =z(t), y(x) =xkmlz(t) gives condition (i) of 
Theorem 2.3. To establish (iii), note that conclusion (i) gives 
Hence, 
$ [XWX) y’“‘] = (-1)” $ [x”-‘/?(t)], 
where P(t) = P&t) d”z/dt”. Application of Lemma 2.1 gives (iii). 
Condition (ii) can be established by a proof similar to that of Lemma 2.1, 
but a simpler method is to introduce a new variable s = In x. Also, an 
alternate proof of Lemma 2.1 can be obtained as follows. For y of class 
Ck(x), z of class Ck(T) related by y(x) = xk-‘z(t), t = l/x, set s = In x and 
w(s) = y(x). Then 
xkY(k)(x) = (101 (D -PI) 4s) 
= (-1)k fz’k’(t), where D = dlds. 
Furthermore, 
(E (D - p,) W(S) = 2 s,,jw”‘(s), 
p=o j=O 
where the Sk,j are the Sterling numbers of the first kind (71, p. 6201. 
References relating to the above discussion are [25, pp. 53-70; 26, 
pp. 32&328; 59, pp. 500-5163. Condition (ii) is immediate from the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. For x, X, t, T as in Lemma 2.1, set s = In x, t = l/x, for 
x E X. For y E C?(X) and z E C*“(T) related by 
y(x) = x2”- l -“z(t), 
with Q a real constant, and w(s) = y(x), we have 
x*n-7X~y(“))(“) = (3 (D - p)) ( ,ii-’ (D + CJ - p)) w(s) 
p=o p=Zl 
= t(PZyt)p. 
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3. THE EFFECT OF VARIABLE CHANGE ON OSCILLATION AND 
DISCONJUGACY CRITERIA 
The example of Section 2 are applied to known criteria for equations with 
a singularity at co to yield results for equations with a singularity at 0. In 
the second order case, the results are given an “interval invariant” 
formulation, i.e., they are stated on an interval (a, b), -co < a < b < 00. This 
raises the question of interval invariant formulations of higher order results. 
For the nth order case, Fite’s criterion for behavior of solutions near co 
imply criteria near 0. Hinton and Lewis [37] obtained criteria for two term 
even order equations with a singularity at 0. Those results are shown to be 
corollaries of known results at co. The Muller-Pfeiffer 1571 oscillation 
criterion at co gives a corresponding result at 0. 
When the coefficient of y satisfies a sign condition, the reciprocal equation 
gives additional duality. In those cases reciprocal duality and the duality of 
inversion t = l/x provide three corollaries to a given result at co, namely, 
one at co and two at 0. 
The final result of the section is an infinite sequence of “equivalent” fourth 
order examples obtained by transforming a constant coefficient equation. 
Consider the equation 
z” + Q(t) z = 0 on (0, co>, (3.1) 
where Q is a continuous real valued function on (0, co). Equation (3.1) will 
be called nonoscillatory at co if there exists a neighborhood of co, say 
(ZV, co), in which every nontrivial solution has no more than one zero, i.e., 
(3.1) is disconjugate on (N, co). Otherwise, (3.1) is called oscillatory at co 
(i.e., in the case where every neighborhood of co contains a pair of conjugate 
points). 
THEOREM 3.1. [SO]. Suppose 
i 
It Q(s) ds -P co as t-m. (3.2) 
Then Eq. (3.1) is oscillatory at 00. 
Suppose that X is a subinterval (a, b) of the real line, where -co < a < 
b < co. Consider the equation 
l[Yl = (Y’lW)’ + 4(X)Y = 0 on X, (3.3) 
where r(x) and q(x) are continuous real valued functions on X with r 
positive on X. The following result is an interval invariant form of the result 
of [54] (see [78, Cor. 3.21). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let X, r and q be as in (3.3). Assume there exists a 
positive real valued function p in the domain of 1 such that l[,u] is continuous 
and for some c in (a, b) we have 
p”-*rds = 00, ti /xpl[,u] ds = ao. 
c 
Then Eq. (3.3) is oscillatory at b. If condition (3.4) is replaced by 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
then Eq. (3.3) is oscillatory at a. 
Proof. In Example 2.1 set p(x) = l/r(x), t = f(x) s If p-*(s) r(s) ds, X = 
(c, b), T = (0, co). Then P(t) = 1, Q(t) = (1$/r} l[,u])(x), for t =f(x), and 
for 0 < t, < t, < co, t, = f(xJ, 
f* Q(t) dt = j-fix*’ Q(t) dt = Ix’ pl[j.t ] a!x, 
11 fW1) x1 
which tends to co as t, + co, i.e., as x2 --* b- , by (3.4). Then z(t) = y(x)/,~(x) 
and Theorem 3.1 imply that (3.3) is oscillatory at b. The dual result at the 
left endpoint follows from (3.5) by setting t = -x, for a < x < c, 6 = -a, 
c^ = -c, ,2(t) = ,u(x), f(t) = r(x), q(t) = q(x), g(t) = y(x). Then 
lIPI = f (+$P) + qr; 5 &4(t) 
and (3.5) implies that p satisfies 
Hence flj] = 0 is oscillatory at 6 and (3.3) is oscillatory at a. 
The case of ,L = 1 gives the following interval invariant form of 
Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 1. Ifr and q in (3.3) satisfy 
r(s)ds = 00, q(s) ds = 03, 
then (3.3) is oscillatory at b. (Dual hypothesis at a is (3.5) with p = 1.) 
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Hinton and Lewis established the following [37, p. 2351. Here we set 
,u(x) =x, r(x) = 1, q(x) = Q(x), t =x. 
COROLLARY 2. If 
I 
1 
s’Q(s) ds --t co as t-+0+, 
t 
then (3.1) is oscillatory at 0. 
(Observe that IA r(s) ds converges but 1: s-*r(s) ds diverges.) 
(3.7) 
COROLLARY 3 ([82]; see [79, p, 5991). Condition (3.2) in Theorem 3.1 
may be replaced by the assumption that for some v < 1 
fs”Q(s)ds+ co as t-+ co. 
‘1 
Hille established that (3.8) was a suffkient condition for oscillation at co 
in the case where Q was nonnegative. 
ProoJ Set ,u(x) =x4*, r = 1, q(x) = Q(x), x = t, (a, b) = (0, co) in 
Theorem 3.2. Then v < 1 and (3.8) imply that 
I 
m 
s-“ds = co and x*pl[p](x) dx --) 00 as x2-+ co 
1 i 1 
since I:2 (v/2)(v/2 - 1) xvm2 dx converges. 
We now add the hypothesis that q is nonnegative. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose r, q are continuous, r > 0, q > 0 on X = (a, b), 
--oc, < a ( b < 00. If there exists a point c in (a, b) with 
q(c) > 0, i 
’ r(t) dt = co = ,f r(t) dt, (3.9) 
a c 
then Eq. (3.3) has a nontrivial solution with at least two zeros on (a, b). 
Proof. Set t = f (x) = Iz r(t) dt, ,U = 1, Q(t) = q(x)/r(x) to transform (3.3) 
to (3.1) on (-co, co) with Q as in Tipler’s Theorem 1 173, p. 1671. 
THEOREM 3.4 [31]. Suppose that Q in (3.1) is nonnegative on (0, co). If 
(3.1) is nonoscillatory at 00, then 
1 lm Q(s) ds converges (3.10) 
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and 
(3.11) 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose (3.3) is nonoscillatory at 6. If p is any positive 










PGI dx < 03 
c 
and for I’ any antiderivative of ,u-‘r, we have 
(3.12,) 
on (a, b), (3.13) 
(3.14,) 
(3.15,) 
For the dual result at the left endpoint a, replace the limits of integration c 
and b by a and c respectively in (3.12,) and (3.14,) to obtain (3.12,) and 





Proof: Set t = T(x) - T(c) = f(x) = 1: p-‘(s) r(s) ds, X = (c, b), T = 
(0, co) and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to establish (3.15,) from 
(3.11). For the dual result at the left endpoint a, set t = -x and 
Q(t) = --T(x). Then L?(t) is an antiderivative of p-‘(t) P(t). 
In the case of (3.1) at 0 and p(x) = x we have --T(x) = l/x and the result 
of [37, p. 2361. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that r and q are positive on X = (a, b). Then 
Eq. (3.3) is nonoscillatory at b [at a] if and only if the reciprocal equation 
1, [u] = (u//q(x))’ + r(x) u = 0 (3.16) 
is nonoscillatory at b [at a]. 
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The subscript B is used for Barrett [6, 71. 
Prooj For y a solution of (3.3), set u = y’/r and use Rolle’s theorem to 
conclude that if y oscillates, so must U. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that r and q are positive on (a, b) and (3.3) is 
nonoscillatory at b. If ,u is any positive real valued function in the domain of 
1, such that for some c in (a, b) 
s b ,t?qdx= 03 c (3.17,) 
and 
then 
l,[,u] is continuous with lB[,u] > 0 on (a, b), (3.18) 
and for I and any antiderivative of pe2q, we have 
(3.19,) 
The dual result at the left endpoint a is analogous to that in Theorem 3.5. 
Variable change for nonhomogeneous equations was used in [62]. 
THEOREM 3.8 [ 18, p. 3471. If p(x) is any positive continuous function on 
[x*3 00) such that 
I m p(x) dx = a) XI (3.21) 
then every nontrivial solution of 
yCk’ + p(x) y = 0 on [xl, co> (3.22) 
(i) must change sign an infinite number of times on [x1, co) in case k 
is even, and 
(ii) must either change sign an infinite number of times or not vanish 
at all for x > x1 in case k is odd. 
Examples 2.2 and 2.3 yield results at 0. 
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COROLLARY. If P is a positive continuous function on (0, tl] such that 
I 
t’ p-‘p(t) = a) (3.23) 
0 
then every nontrivial solution of 
dkz/dtk + (-l)k P(t) z = 0 on (0, &I (3.24) 
(9’ must change sign an irtfinite number of times on (0, t,] in case k 
is even, and 
(ii)’ must either change sign an infinite number of times or not vanish 
at all on (0, t, ] in case k is odd. 
Proof. Use P(t) = t-‘“p( l/t). 
Now consider the two term equation 
I[ y ] = (- 1)” ( y(n)/r(x))cn) - p(x) y = 0, (3.25) 
where r and p are continuous with r positive on X= (a, b). The 
corresponding matrix coefficient equation is 
(-1)” @-i(x) y(n))(“) -P(x) y = 0 (3.26) 
with R and P m x m hermitian complex matrix valued functions on X with R 
positive definite on X. 
In the case where p is positive, the reciprocal equation of (3.25) is given 
by 
Z,[z] = (-1)” (z@)/p(x))(“) - r(x) z = 0 (3.27) 
and in case P is positive definite, the reciprocal equation of (3.26) is 
(-1)” (P-‘(x) z(“))(“) - R(x) z = 0. (3.28) 
Points c and d of X are called conjugate with respect to (3.25) (or (3.26)) 
if there exists a nontrivial solution y with y(c) = 0 = y(d). Equation (3.25)(or 
(3.26)) will be called nonoscillatory at b if there exists a neighborhood of b 
which contains no conjugate pairs (i.e., the equation is disconjugate in some 
neighborhood of b). Equation (3.25) is oscillatory at b if and only if every 
neighborhood of b contains conjugate pairs. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose r and p are continuous and positive on (a, b). 
Then (3.25) is oscillatory at b if and on& g the reciprocal equation is 
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oscillatory at b. Analogous results hold for (3.26) and (3.28) as well as for 
oscillation at a. 
Proof. See [3] or [63]. 
THEOREM 3.10 [57]. The differential equation (3.25) on [ 1, 00) is 
oscillatory at co when 
I 
m 
r(s) ds = 00, lim x sz(n-l) p(s)ds= 0~). 
1 I *-+a2 , 
(3.29) 
COROLLARY 1. Equation (3.25) on (0, l] is oscillatory at 0 when 
i 
I 
szCn-%(s)ds = 00, lim p(s) ds = 03. (3.30) 
0 
I o j1 
-+ I 
Proof. Set l/r(x) = x”fb(x), t = l/x, l/R(t) = P&t) = tY(x), F(t) = $(x), 
P(f) = t-‘“j!(t) = t-‘“p(x), 0 < t < 1, 1 <x ( co in Example 2.6. Then 
cc 
sZ(“-‘)r(s) ds = - I ’ ~2(‘-“)r(l/r) rP2 dz = I r-2nr( l/t) ds m 1 
= 
I 








p(l/t) r-’ dz 1 
1 
1 = m. 
COROLLARY 2. If r and p are positive on [ 1, Q)), then (3.25) is 
oscillatory at 00 when 
I 
OD 
p(s) ds = 00 and 
I 
O3 S2(n-l) r(s)ds= m. (3.3 1) 
1 1 
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COROLLARY 3. If r and p are positive on (0, 11, then (3.25) is oscillatory 
at 0 when 
i 1 s2”-p(s) ds = 00 and I 1 r(s)ds= 00. (3.32) 
0 0 
THEOREM 3.11 [37, p. 2371. Ifr = 1, Ii t4’-’ Ip( dt converges and 
s4--p(s) ds 
(2n - 1)]‘/[(2n - 1) . 4”], (3.33) 
then (3.25) is nonoscillatory at 0. 
The following corollary is a modification of [21, p. 961. 
COROLLARY (By Example 2.3). Ifr = 1, Iz [p(x)1 dx converges and 
lim sup x2’-’ 
[l * 3 *** (2n- l)]’ 
/j~p(s)ds/< @n-1).4” ’ 
(3.34) 
x-mJ 
then (3.25) is nonoscillatory at 00. 
The examples of interval invariant formulations of results in the second 
order case were given as a pattern of how results for even order should be 
stated. While the even order results at 0 and co appear different, they do 
indicate that some general weighted formulation might include both cases. 
No discussion has been given here of the subject of generalized mean tests. 
Such tests are given in [24, pp. 365-368; 27; 791. 
The role of “middle terms” in higher order tests is illustrated by 
generalizing the known transformation of second order constant equations 
[24, p. 2351. The second order result in our notation is as follows. Consider 
y a solution of 
d2y/dx2 + q(x) y = 0 on (c, co). (3.35) 
Set x = In t, i.e., t = eX and determine ,U of (2.2) so that the lead coefficient 
remains 1. Example 2.1 gives ,u(x) = ewd2. Then z determined by y(x) = 
p(x) z(t) is a solution of 
d2z/dt2 + tp2 [f + q(ln t)] z = 0 on (e”, co). (3.36) 
Repeat the transformation on the new equation to produce a sequence of 
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examples with the same oscillation behavior at co, i.e., for q0 given on (c, co) 
recursively set 
q,(t) = t-y; + q,-,(ln l)], n = 1, 2,..., (3.37) 
on (cn, a), where c, = &ml. 
The case of q,, a real constant, say a, on (-a~, a~) gives a sequence of 
examples of oscillation at co if a > 0 and nonoscillation if a < 0. 
Furthermore, the examples have explicit solutions related by y,(t) = 
t”*y,- ,(ln t), t in (c,, co). 
In the analogous fourth order case of Example 2.7 with r = I, t = e”, then 
R = 1 holds if ,u(x) = eC3”*. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose that p0 and q0 are defined on (cO, 00 ), where q0 
is continuous and p0 has derivatives of all orders. Define c, by c, = ecnm-’ and 
functions p,, q,, on (c,,, 03) by 
p,(t) = t-*W + Pndn t)l 
(3.38) 
s,(t) = t-4{34/24 + (9/4)p,-,(ln 0 - (3/2)pk-,(ln t) + qn-,(ln t>}, 
n = 1, 2,... . For I,[ y] = y’” + (p, y’)’ + q, y, a solution y, of 1, [ y] = 0 on 
(c,, a~) generates a solution yn+ , of I,, 1 [y) = 0 on (c,+ L, co) by means of 
yn+ ,(t) = t3”y,(ln t). Hence all the equations I,[ y] = 0, n = 1, 2,..., have the 
same oscillation properties at c0. The case of p0 = -a, q0 = p, a, /I real 
constants, namely, 
Y ‘V-ay’r +/3y=O on (-co, co) (3.39) 
gives 
pI = t-*(5/2 - a}, q1 = t-“{ 81/16 - (9/4) a + p} (3.40) 
on (0, co), etc., with I,[ y] = 0 having the same oscillation behavior at co as 
the constant coeflcient case. In either the case 4/I > a*, or the case a > 0, 
p 20, these equations are 2-2 disconjugate throughout their intervals of 
definition [21, p. 1321 and in every other case there exist pairs of conjugate 
points (some nontrivial solution has at least two double zeros). Zf a = 0, 
p > 0, then every nontrivial solution changes sign an infinite number of times 
in every neighborhood of co (by Theorem 3.8) for each n = 0, 1,2,... . (This 
illustrates the discrepancy between variational conjugate points and 
conjugate points of the Leighton-Nehari type.) 
Further tests for higher order equations are given in [48, 50, 5 11. 
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4. APPLICATIONS TO SPECTRAL THEORY 
Let w  be a positive continuous function on an interval X and Y;(X) be 
the Hilbert space of Lebesgue measurable functions y satisfying 
co. For ,U and f as in (2.2), define the transformation U on 
U[ Yl (0 = Yw44 = Y( go))/4 g(t))9 
where g= f -‘, i.e., t = f( g(t)). If we let T = f(x) and W(t) = 
w(x) ,~(x)‘/]f’(x)], then the calculation 
W(t) dt 
= I Yl(X) Y*(X) w(x) dx X 
= (Yl, Y&;(x) 
shows that U is a linear isometry from Y:(X) onto Y’~(T’); the mapping 
17-l is given by U-‘[z](x) =,u(x) z(f(x)). 
The differential operator (2.9) generates an operator K in U:(X) defined 
by (we assume p,, never vanishes on int X) 
with domain d(K) given by 
d(K) = { y E .P’,(X): y”’ E AC,,, for i = O,..., 2n - 1, K[ y] E 5?;(X)}; 
A Clot indicates locally absolute continuity. 
A mapping R in 5$,,(T) is given by I? = UKU- ‘. From (2.15) of 
Theorem 2.1 we have 
Kbl(x) = w;;;x, ksUYlW 
= (signf’) fj$$ &JWl(t) 
= (sif5n.f’) (up1 [+WY)]) (4; 
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hence, R[z] = (signf’)(l/W) l,[z]. Further it is not difficult to show that the 
domain of I?, A(&, is given by 
d(R) = U@(K)) = {z E L&?(T): 
z(~) E AC,,, for i = O,..., 2n - 1, Qz] E L&(T)}. 
Since K and Z? are unitarily equivalent, many of their spectral properties 
will be the same. The operators K and R are maximal operators (cf. (58 1). 
However, since U is unitary, it is not difficult to verify that 
R* = @-‘KU)* = U- lK*U. 
Hence, the minimal operators associated with I, I, are also unitarily 
equivalent. It is immediate that the deficiency indices of K*, R*, defined 
respectively by (for Im A + 0) 
d(K*) = dim{ y E d(K): Ky = ny}, 
d(R*) = dim{z E d(R): Kz = AZ}, 
are equal. If now K, is a self-adjoint operator satisfying K* c K, c K, then 
K, = UK, U- ’ will be a self-adjoint operator satisfying R* c K, c I?. The 
unitary equivalence of K, and K, yields the following: 
(i) spectrum K, = spectrum K,, 
(ii) point spectrum K, = point spectrum K,, 
(iii) essential spectrum K, = essential spectrum K,. 
Boundary conditions for K, may be computed from those for K, . For 
example, suppose X = (0, a], T = [b, m), and d(K*) = d(x*) = n. Then a 
self-adjoint operator K, is determined by n boundary conditions (cf. [58]) of 
the form 
A 1 Y,(a) + A, Y,(a) = 0, (4.1) 
where rank [A,, As] = n, A,Af = A,AT, Y, = (y, y’,.,., y(n-‘))f, and Y, is an 
n-vector of higher quasi-derivatives of y. The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows 
that if z = U[ y], then there are matrix functions H(x) and K(x) such that 
Y,(x) = Wx) Z&)9 Y,(x) = K(x) Z,(t) + H*(x)-’ Z,(t), 
where Z, = (z, z’,..,, z(“-~))~ and Z, is an n-vector of higher quasi-derivatives 
of z. Thus (4.1) is equivalent to 
B, Z,(b) + B,&(b) = 0, 
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where B, =A,H,(a) +A,K(a) and B, =A,H*(a)-‘. The property 
K*H = H*K can be used to verify that B, BT = B,Bf. 
To study the spectral properties of K, (say, with a singularity at 0) from 
those of K, (say, with a singularity at co), it is important not to develop the 
spectral theory for K, only with’ weight functions equal to 1. While the 
relation IV(t) = w(x) ,~(x)‘/]f’(x)] h s ows that it is possible to force the 
weight IV(t) s 1 by proper choice of ,u (given f) or f (given p), this may 
make the transformed equation quite complicated. Hence, when considering 
equations with singularities at infinity, the inclusion of arbitrary w  and 
arbitrary leading coefficient p, yields a theory which is more applicable, via 
a transformation, to singularities at 0. Further discussion of unitary changes 
of variable in differential equations may be found in [16, pp. 1498-15031. 
In our examples below we take X= (0, I], T= [ 1, co), t =f(x) = l/x, 
r E Ccn)(X), and w, p E C”‘(X) with r and w  positive. The results of 
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3(iii) yield that for ,u(x) = x”-l and 
K[ y] = (l/w){(-1)” @y(n))(m) + PY}, O<x<l, (4.2) 
we have that 
Iqz] = (I/w>{(-1)” (Rz(“))(“) + Pz}, l<t<co, (4.3) 
where R(t) = t*“r( l/t), P(t) = t-“‘p( l/t), and W(t) = t-*“w( l/t). For P(X) = 
x-(a+*)/*, w(x) =x”, and r(x) =x4, we also have that for 
K[Y] = (l/w){(ry”)” + PY~ O<x<l, (4.4) 
from Example 2.7, the equation for a is 
I?[z] = (l/W){(Ri)” + (Qij + Pz}, l<t<co, (4.5) 




EXAMPLE 4.1. It is known that d(K*) = 2 in (4.4) if p 2 4 + a and 
p(x) > -Q4n+4-m/3 for some k > 0 (cf. [33]). For /3 < 4 + a, no results 
seem to be available. However, if p(x) = cxy, the work of KazCffman [39] 
applied to (4.5) yields that d(K*) = 2 if 
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(i) (a -t 4)(a - 2/? + 8) < 0, 
and near 0, 
(ii) CX=+~-~ + (++1)(:+2)(pi3-L?) 
xjf+4-+>o. 
The failure to obtain a more general result in the p < 4 + a case is due to 
the requirement that we must have W(t) = 1 to apply the existing theory. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. In (4.2) let r(x) =x4, w(x) =xn, and p(x) = -cx? with 
c > 0. Then the essential spectrum of K is (-00, 00) tf 
(0 a > Y, 
(ii) y + (p - a)/2n > 1 + a, and 
(iii) /3 - y > 2n. 
This result follows immediately by application of Theorem 1 of [38] to 
(4.3). Similar results may be obtained by application of the theorems 
in [17]. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. In (4.2) let w(x) =x” and p(x) = 0; then Z?[z](t) = 
t2n+a(-l)n (R(t) z(“))(“). In [3], it is proved that every self-adjoint operator 
K, satisfying i?* c K, c Z? has a spectrum which is purely discrete and 
bounded below if either of the following holds: 
(i) jy dt/R(t) = 00 and t-‘l-’ It ds/R(s) + 0 as t+oO 
1 
or 
(ii) j,m dt/R(t) < 00, a 6$ (-1, -3 ,..., 1 - 2n}, and 
c-~-’ [cods/R(s)-+O as t-+ og. 
Thus it is a corollary of the above result that for K[ y](x) = ~~“(-1)” 
(r(x) y(n))(n), every se&adjoint operator K, satisfying K* c K, c K has a 
spectrum which is purely discrete and bounded below if either of the following 
holds : 
2n-2 
dx= oo andx”+’ 
I 




(ii) j’ $g dx < co, a &{--I, -3 ,..., 1 - 2n} and 
xs 2n-2 Xa+l 
I 
-ds-+O as x-+0. 
0 r(s) 
The well-known discreteness criterion of Molchanov (21, p. 901 has 
recently been generalized by Kwong and Zettl [45] and Read [64] to include 
weights other than w(x) = 1. Consequently, the above technique yield an 
analogous criterion when the singularity is finite. Other criteria for a 
spectrum which is bounded below and purely discrete for operators with a 
singularity at infinity may be found in [36, 37, 49, 561 and the references 
contained therein. Criteria for the existence of continuous spectra can be 
found in [34]. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO ASYMPTOTIC THEORY 
The study of asymptotic solutions to differential equations offers a rich 
area for applications of the transformations of the preceding sections. Again 
we take X=(0,1], T= [I, co), t=f(x)= l/x, and p(x)=x”-‘. By 
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), y is a solution of 
(r(x) y(“Y) + p(x) y = 0, O<x(l, (5.1) 
if and only if z(t) = y(x)/,~(x) is a solution of 
@z(t) z(“))(“) + P(t) z = 0, l,<t<oo, (5.2) 
where R(t) = t2”r(l/t) and P(t) = tw2”p( l/t). 
A second example we consider is Example 2.7. With t = f(x) = l/x and 
p(x) =x, y is a solution of 
(r(x) ~“1” + (P(X) v’>’ + 4(x) y = 0, O<x,<l, 
if and only if z(t) = y(x)/x is a solution of 
(R(t) 2)” + (P(t) ij + Q(f) z = 0, 1,<t<0, 
where . = d/d& R(t) = t”r(l/t), J’(t) = P( l/t), and 




THEOREM 5.1. Let n = 1 in (5.1) and suppose r and p are positive 
C”‘(X) functions satisfving 
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(i) 1: (p(s)/r(s))“’ ds + 00 as x + 0 and 
(4 Sk IrWM4 VWI’I dx < 03, 
where q(x) = (r(x)p(x))- . y4 Then there is a fundamental matrix 
Y= (;, r:) 
of (5. I) satisfying as x -+ 0, 
I 
l/W 0 
0 -v(x) 1 
Y(x) 
x exp(-i 1: WY’> 
[ 0 wNi Ii O ]-[,‘J (p/fY) 
Proof. With the transformation z(t) = y(x), t = l/x, this theorem is an 
immediate corollary of [ 13, p. 12 1 ] and the calculations (recall that R(t) = 
t2r( l/t), P(t) = p(l/t)/t*) 
and 
jrn [P(t)/R(t)]“’ dt = f [p(x)/r(x)]1’2 dx 
I 0 
l,m Icr(rWWN)l’ I dt = lo1 I?(x)[r(x) s’(x)l’I b 
p(t) = (R(t) P(t))- I’*. 
Since asymptotic formulae for higher order equations are cumbersome to 
state we only indicate two additional examples where formulae such as the 
above may be obtained. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Suppose that r and p in (5.1) are CY2’(X) functions with 
r > 0 and p of constant sign satisfying 
(i) I’ Ip(x)/r(x)ll’*” dx = 00. 
(ii) i I[ l$$i”2’ ($+$$)]‘Idx< CD. 
(iii) i,’ 1 [ 1% 11’2” (+-‘#)I ) dx < a~. 
(iv) [ 1% 11’2n (-$+$?j)*d~ < 00. 
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Then asymptotic formulae similar to those of Theorem 5.1 exist for a 
fundamental matrix for (5.1); the proof is an application of Theorem 1 of 
[32]. For example, with n = 2 in (5.1), the above conditions on r and p, with 
p(x) = (--1)/q(x) (I= 1,2; q > 0), imply that there is a fundamental matrix 
Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 
Y= 
t 
Y: Y; Y; Y; 
ry; ; v’5 ’5 v; ; v-Y: -Y: 
(ry:)’ (VP)’ (ry;‘>’ (rYII>’ ry:)’ P)’ ry;‘>’ rYII>’ i 
for (5.1) which satisfies 
li$ c?(x) M(x) Y(x) E(x) = L 
where L, M, and the diagonal matrices Q and E are as follows: 
Q(x) = diagonal(xq(x)“’ r(x)l”, x-‘q(x)“’ r(x)3’8, 
xq(x)-“’ r(x)-3’8, ~-‘q(x)-~” r(x)-“*); 
with 
1, = exp[zi(t - 1)/2], I= 1, 
= exp[rri(2r - 1)/4], 
r = 1,2,3,4; 
I= 2, 
L = {LkJJ, Lkj=)*jk-l, j, k = 1, 2, 3,4. 
The only calculation in the above which is not immediate from Theorem 1 
of [32] is the determination of the matrix M which relates the appropriate 
quasiderivatives of (5.1) and (5.2). The matrix M must be calculated from 
the change of variables. 
As a final example we consider a fourth order equation to which the 
extensive theory of [74, 751 is applicable. 
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EXAMPLE 5.2. In (5.3) let r(x) = 1, p(x) = ~9, q(x) = kxy, where 
a > -2, y < -4, and k # 0. Then (5.4) is 
(t”.?)” + c(t-@i)’ + [ktB4-y + cat-*-“] z = 0. (5.5) 
The asymptotic behavior for a fundamental matrix for solutions of (5.5) is 
given by Theorem 2.3 of [74]; hence (5.3) can also be solved asymptotically. 
Other theorems for asymptotic solutions at infinity may be found, for 
example, in [ 15, 23, 58, 601. The analysis is of course simplest when the 
transformed equation has a simple relation to the original equation such as 
occurs with two term operators in the transformation of Example 2.6. 
6. TRANSFORMATIONS OF MATRIX EQUATIONS 
The purpose of this section is to give a matrix formulation of the transfor- 
mation (2.2) which has enough generality to include Theorem 2.1. In 
generalizing Example 2.1 to even order differential operators, it is useful to 
extend to second order matrix equations as an intermediate step on the way 
to transforming canonical systems. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that R(x) and P(x) are continuous n X n 
complex matrix valued functions on an interval X. Assume that R and P are 
hermitian and R is positive definite on X. Let f be a real valued function of 
class C’(X) with f’(x) = y(x) # 0 f or all x in X. Suppose t and x are related 
by t = f (x) and T = f (X). Consider the dtfirential operator 
l[yl(x) = (W)Y’(X))’ +P(x)Y(x) on X, (6.1) 
where y(x) can be either n x 1 or n x n. Suppose that H(x) is any n X n 
nonsingular matrix valued function of class C’(X) such that RH’ E C’(X) 
and satisfies 
H”‘RH - H”RH’ = 0 on X. (6.2) 
If y and z are related by y(x) = H(x) z(t), t = f(x), then 
l[y] = yH*-If (~H*RH$) + ~[H]z. (6.3) 
For X a nondegenerate subinterval of the real line, an allowable coordinate 
change on XX Cm is an ordered pair (f, F) such that 
(i) f = f (x) is a real valued function of class C’(X) such thar f ‘(x) # 0 
for all x in X, (6.4) 
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(ii) F = F(x) is an m X m complex matrix valued function with entries 
of class C’(X) such that F is nonsingular on X. (6.5 > 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that X is a subinterval of the real line, df, F) is 
an allowable coordinate change on XX Cm, and A?(X) is an m X m 
continuous matrix on X. For L dejked by 
L(Y]=Y’+-ts(x)Y (6.6) 
and x, Y, t, Z related by 
Y(x) = J’(x) Z(t), t = f(x), x E x, (6.7) 
we have the identity 
L[Yl(x) =f’(~>f’(x&oL4WJ~ (6.8) 
where 
L,[Z] = Z’ + J&(t) z (6.9) 
with 
4,(t) = 1 (l/Y) F- ‘L P’l I (XI (6.10) 
Gantmacher’s study of Lyapunov transformations [20, pp. 116-l 181 gives 
d- in the case of f(x) = x. Note that F, & constant gives the usual 
similarity transformation. 
LEMMA 6.1 [61, p. 2951. Suppose that H, K, M, N are n X n complex 
matrices and F is the partitioned matrix 
F= (6.11) 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) H*K = K*H, M*N = IVM, H*N - K*M = I; (6.12) 
(ii) F-’ = (-T.+ -z* ); (6.13) 
(iii) KN* = NK*, MH* = HM*, HN* - MK* = I. (6.14) 
Proof Assume (ii). Then (i) and (iii) follows from F-IF =I and 
FF-’ = I, respectively. Conversely (i) (or (iii)) implies (ii). 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that H, K, M, N are n X n complex matrix 
valuedfunctions of class C’(X) which satisfy (6.12) on X. Letf be as in (6.4) 
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and y(x) = f’(x). Then for F defined by (6.11) on X, (f, F) is an aZlowabZe 
change of coordinates on X x C’“. Let A, B, C be continuous n x n complex 
matrix valued functions on X with B and C hermitian. DeJine Y, Z, &’ of 
Theorem 6.2 by 
Y=(I), z=(i), &=(I; ,a). 
Then M0 has the form 
with 
A,(t) = -((l/y>[N*(H -AH- BK) -h4*(K’ -Cl?+ A*K)]}(x), 
B,(t) = -{(l/y)[N*(M’ -AM- BN) - M*(N’ - CM + A*N)]}(x), 
C,(t) = -{(l/y)[--K*(H’ -AH- BK) + H*(K’ - CH + A*K)])(x). 
In particular, B, and C, are hermitian. 
The special case of M = K = 0 was used in [ I, p. 2731. 






First we put (2.9) into the system formulation [ 1, p. 2731 of Theorem 6.3. 
For suffkiently differentiable functions y define the quasiderivatives ylit by 
(,assume n > 1 and we are in a neighborhood where p,, # 0) 
$il = $0, i = O,..., n - 1, 
= P”Y? i= n; 
Y Intil- _ -(yln+i-ll)~ + (-l)iPneiy(n-i), i = l,..., n. 
Then I(yj = (-l)“y”“] and I( v] = f has the system formulation 
u’=Au+Bv, 
v’ = Cu - A*v f G, 
where 
24 = (Y’O’,..., y’“- ‘I)*; 
v = (py..., y’“‘)T; 
G = ((-l)“+‘f, O,..., 0)r; 
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A, = 0, j+i+ 1, 
= 1, j=i+ 1; 
B, = 0, i# n, j# n, 
= VP,? i=n, j=n; 
c, = 0, i # j, 
= (-q’-‘+“piF1, i = j. 
The matrix H is defined by (2.3) for k = IZ - 1; we see that Z-Z is of the lower 
triangular form 
Further we take A4 = 0; hence N = H* - ’ by (6.12). Thus by Theorem 6.3, 
assuming we choose K so that H*K = K*H, 
A,,=~-‘H-‘[-H’+AH+BK], 
B,, = y- ‘H- ‘BH” - I, 
C,=y-‘{K*[H’-AH-BK]-H*[K’-CH+A*K]}. 





H*K = K*H, 
and, C, is diagonal. Equation (6.20) holds if 
H’=AH+BK-yHA. 





(with the convention that H,,, = 0). However, the definition of H yields 
y”-l’ = Hijz+‘), 
/=I 
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and a differentiation and the definition of H give that 
p = 2 p;z(j-l) 
i+ I 
+ yH,z’j’} = z Hi+ I,jz’j-i); 
j=l j-l 
hence (6.24) holds. For i = it, the definitions of A and B show that (6.23) 
requires 
HLj = p,‘K, - yH,.j- 1. (6.25) 
Equations (6.25) determine the last row of K; in particular, 
K,, = P,H;, = P,,~u (n) Hence (6.20) holds if we choose the last row of K to . 
satisfy (6.25). 
Note that the definition of H and B yields that 
B, = y-ypyn-I)-* B =- P,(X) B. 
P,(t) 
) 
hence (6.21) holds. 
The next step is to show that the elements K,, 1 < i < n - 1, 1 < j < i. 
can be chosen so that the matrix 
D=yKA+K’-CH+A*K (6.26) 
has only zero entries below the diagonal. With the convention Ki,o = 0, we 
see that for 1 ( i < II and 1 ,< j < i, 
D,= yKi,j-l + Kij- CiiHij + Ki-,,j. (6.27) 
From (6.27), we see that we can define successively {K,-,,j);P’,..., (K,,i}f 
soastomakeDi,=O, l<i<nand l<j<i. 
Now we show that the remaining elements of K can be defined so as to 
satisfy H*K = K*H. If we write K = A, + A,, where A, is lower triangular 
and A, is upper triangular with zeros on its diagonal, then H*K = K*H is 
equivalent to 
H*A,-ATH=AfH-H*A,. (6.28) 
Now H*A, - ATH is a real skew-symmetric matrix; hence it can be written 
as 
H”A,-ATH= U- u*, 
where U is lower triangular with zeros on the diagonal. Thus (6.28) will hold 
if we define 
A,=H”-‘V+ 3 (6.29) 
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which is an upper triangular matrix with zeros on the diagonal. This 
completes the definition of K. 
Returning to C,, we see from (6.23) and (6.22) that 
c,=y-‘{-yK*HA -fP[K’-CH+A*K]} 
=-y-‘H”{yKA +K’-CH+A*K}. (6.30) 
Thus C, is upper triangular since it is the product of two such matrices. 
Since also C, = C$ by Theorem 6.3, we have that C, is diagonal. 
We define for i = O,..., n - 1 
Pdf)= (-l)“+‘CO(t)i+,,i+l 
and show that PO(t) = ,u(x) y(x)-’ @l(x). From (6.30) 
wo)l,* = -r-%K,, - C,,,Pl. 
From (6.27), for i= n, n - l,..., 2 
K j--l,l = -Ki, + CI,HI, =-K;, + (-l)i-‘+“pi-lpci-? 
Since K,, = pnpU(“), we see from the above definition of quasi-derivatives that 
KI, =,L&‘~-‘], i = n ,,.., 1 and 
Hence if we define quasi-derivatives for z using P, as was done for y, then 
from Theorems 6.2 and 6.3, 
from which we have 
(0 ,...) -y[*“l,... , oy = y (K” H*O-l) . (0 )...) -zIZnl )...) oy, 
where the only nonzero entry is in position n + 1, and 
Y I2nl = yp- IpI, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 on intervals where p, is nonzero. 
The case where p,(x) = 0 for some x is best illustrated by the following 
fourth order result. 
The above proof gives a way to directly compute the coefficients Pr. It is 
an interesting exercise to compute, for n = 2, the operator f,,[z J from 
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Eqs. (2.3) with k = 4. As an illustration of the method we will now complete 
the proof of Example 2.7 by using the above calculations. In this case 
Hence 
and (6.25) yield that 
Setting D,,, = 0 in (6.27) yields that 
K,,, = -K;,I - p/t = -(r/d’)’ - p/d. 
Finally (6.29) yields 
d2= (; K;J)= (1: -;‘$*Y) . (; -%-JwKL~) 
or 
K,,, = -+,, + yK2.I = - 5 (u’y)’ + y(rp”). 
Thus from (6.30), we have, after a calculation, 
= Y-‘OIYMG,~ + K:,z + P@Y) + Kwl 
= py(rp”) + p L (gy)’ L 1 ’ + pcp2y) + p -f-P -g- @*Y) + YW” 1 
= 2fiyr$’ + ,u 1 1 L (p”y)’ ’ + p/l*y - $ cgy)‘. 
Relation (2.13) defines P, to be zero at points t corresponding to x at 
which p,, vanishes. The above computation illustrates that zeros of the 
leading coefficient do not affect the definitions of the P, and identity (2.15). 
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7. VARIATIONAL MOTIVATION 
The nonlinearity in ,u of the coefficients in the transformed differential 
operators of Section 2 will be shown to be inherited from the Legen- 
dre-Clebsch transformation of the calculus of variations. The special form of 
the transformation matrix F of Section 6 which was used to establish 
Theorem 2.1 is also a consequence of the Legendre-Clebsch transformation. 
Let L[ JJ] = 0 be a formally self-adjoint differential equation which is the 
Euler-Lagrange equation for a quadratic functional J[q]. To accomplish the 
Kummer-Liouville transformation of L[y] into L,,[z], view the problem as 
going clockwise around the diagram 
LLYI 
inverse 










followed by verification of the connection between L and L,. 
The second variation for the fixed endpoint minimization problem in the 
calculus of variations is of the form [ 10, p. 84; 11, p. 451 
(7.1) 
with 
24% q, r) = P(x) r1* + 2Q(x) vr + R(x) r*, (7.2) 
where P, Q, R are real valued functions on [x,, x2]. We assume continuity of 
P, Q, R. The Euler-Lagrange equation for Z2 is 
Z[Yl(X) = & @4(x, Y(X)9 Y’(X))1 - ~?&-G Y(X)9 Y’(X)) 
= { [Ry’ + QJJ]’ - [QY’ + Py]}(x) = 0. (7.3) 
Legendre’s [ 11, p. 461 proof of his necessary condition R > 0 involved a 
“functional completion of the square” in (7.1). Suppose that q, h, a are 
related by 
v(x) = h(x) a(x), x, <xXxX2, (7.4) 
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where 
a(q) = 0 = a(x*). 
Application of Taylor’s theorem on g(r) = 204x, ha, r) yields 
204x, ha, h’a + ha’) 
(7.5) 
= 20(x, ha, h’a) + (ha’){2o,(x, ha, h’a)} + (ha’)’ R 
= 2a2co(x, h, h’) + 2haa’w,(x, h, h’) + (ha’)* R. 
As a consequence of (7.5), (7.6) and the identity 
[ha*o,]’ = h’a%o, + 2haa’w, + ha*{l[h] + wq) 




x2 {Rh2(a’)’ - hZ(h] a’} dx. (7.8) 
XI 
The change of independent variable 
yields 
t = f(x), dt/dx = y(x), a”(t) = a(x) (7.9) 
where 
I;[&] = $ {R,(t)(Z’)* + P,,(t) a-‘} dt, 
t1 
(7.10) 
R,(t) = WAIT, PC@> = -1WY) Uhl I(x)* 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for (7.10) is 
Z&l = (R,,(t) z’)’ -P,,(t) z = 0. 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
Example 2.1 may be generalized to 1 given by (7.3). 
The generalization of the variational problem of minimization of 
4 ~1 = jx2f’x~ Y(X), Y’(X)> dx 
XI 
(7.13) 
(which produces (7.1)) to integrand functions f which involve higher 
derivatives of y is one approach to treating the even order differential 
operator of Theorem 2.1. The method used here is to regard y in (7.13) as a 
column vector and include differential side conditions (problem of 
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Lagrange). Because of the loss of commutativity in the identities it is helpful 
to give the identities for second order matrix equations. Replace (7.2) by 
2wtx, rt, r) = rl*Ptx) II + Q*(x) rl + r*[Q(x) rl + R(x) r-1, (7.14) 
where P, Q, R are continuous n x n complex matrix valued functions with P 
and R hermitian [14, 551. Replace (7.3) by 
I[ y] = [Ry’ + QY]’ - [Q*y’ + Py] = 0. (7.15) 
Suppose that q, H, a are related by 
v(x) = H(x) 4x>, x, <x,<x,, (7.16) 
where H is n X n and cz satisfies (7.5). If RH’ + QH is denoted by K, then 
24x, Ha, H’a + Ha’) = a*H* {PH + Q*H’} a + a*H*‘Ka 
+ a*K*Ha’ + a*‘H*Ka + a*‘H*RHa’ (7.17) 




x2 {a*‘H*RHa’ - a*H*l[H] a} dx. 
XI 
Change of independent variable (7.9) leads to the generalization of (7.10), 
(7.12) and the generalization of Theorem 6.1 to I of the form (7.15). 
As a step toward the generality needed in Section 6, write (7.15) in 
canonical form and express (7.14) in terms of the variable [ defined by 
C=Ry’+Qq. (7.19) 
With R nonsingular, we have r,r’ = -R -rQq + R - ‘c and 
2d-G q, v’) = zl*cv + c*x, (7.20) 
where 
q’=Arl+BC (7.21) 
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where y is a solution of (7.15) if and only if u = y, u = Ry’ + Qy is a 
solution of (7.22). In this notation the transformation r = Ha carries (7.21) 
into a constraint of the form 
a’ = (H*RH)- ’ p = H- ‘BH” - ‘p (7.23) 
since the new B is (H*RH)-’ in (7.18) and the new A is 0 (the new Q is 0). 
Combining (7.21), (7.16) and (7.23) yields 
(=Ka + H*-‘/I. (7.24) 
In matrix notation the old “position-momentum” coordinates (q, 4) are 
carried into new coordinates (a, /I) by 
(7.25) 
which is the form of the transformation matrix needed in Section 6. 




24x9 rl, 4) = 4*X + v*C? (7.27) 
with the side condition (7.21). 
Assume that A, B, C are continuous n x n complex matrix valued 
functions on [x,, x2] with B and C hermitian. Assume that the “admissible 
variations” q are piecewise smooth vector functions on [x,, x2] with 
li(x,) = 0 = 4%4 such that there exists a piecewise continuous [ so that 
(7.21) is satisfied. 
Suppose that H, K are continuously differentiable IZ x n matrix valued 
functions on Ix,, xz] such that 
H is nonsingular and H*K = K*H on [x,, x2]. (7.28) 
Let (q, [) and (a, p) be related by (7.25) on [x,, x,]. Then (7.21) becomes 




under the constraint 
where 




x2 {p*Blp + a*C,a] dx, 
XI 




B, = H-‘BH*-‘, (7.32) 
C = H*L, [H, K] + K*L,[H, K]. 
The central role of Riccati operators is concealed here (see [ 11, p. 461). 
Change of independent variable (7.9) and p(t) =/3(x) give 
44t) = {wY)~l~tx)9 
B,(t) = {W)B,l(x)~ (7.33) 
Co(t) = {WY) Cl Nx). 
This change of independent variable modifies the Legendrtilebsch transfor- 
mation as given in [69, pp. 398, 325, Lemma 4.21. The classical application 
in variational theory assumed L,[H, K] = 0, i = 1,2. 
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